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Dear Solar PElS Project Team 

The California Energy Commission appreciates this opportunity to comment on the 
scope of the programmatic environmental impact statement (PEIS) to facilitate installing 
utility-scale solar electric generating facilities on lands managed by the U. S. Bureau of 
Land Management (BLM) or funded by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). 

The Energy Commission is the State's primary energy policy and planning agency and is 
responsible for assuring that the State develops adequate energy supplies while 
protecting the environment and public health and safety. We license all thermal power 
plants' with generating capacities of 50 megawatts (MW) or greater, including those on 
BLM-managed lands. The Energy Commission and the California BLM have a 
memorandum of understanding (MOU)~ to conduct joint environmental reviews of large 
solar thermal projects proposed on BLM-managed lands.3 We value our close working 
relationship with the BLM and look forward to participating in the Solar PElS process as 
well as other state and federal efforts to develop California's renewable energy resources. 

The Energy Commission will become a cooperating agency to the Solar PEIS under a 
new MOU with the BLM. In this role, the Energy Commission has organized an 
interagency working group of federal, state, and local government agencies to 
encourage and coordinate their participation in the Solar PElS process. The purpose of 
the interagency working group is to enhance communication among our members, the 
BLM, the DOE, and the Argonne National Laboratory (the Solar PElS Project Team). 
The Notice of Intent (NOI) for the Solar PElS identifies a federal mandate to add at least 
10,000 MW of renewable generation on public lands by 201 5. Permitting renewable 

1 Thermal power plants are electricity generators that use a thernial source of energy. Utility-scale solar 
photovoltaic facilities are not under the Energy Commission's siting jurisdiction. 

See http://www.enerav.ca.nov/sitina/solar/BLM CEC MOU.PDF. 
3 Currently, our agencies are preparing joint environmental impact reportlenvironmental impact 
statements for the lvanpah Solar Electric Generating System and the Stirling Energy Solar Two projects. 
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generation and related transmission facilities on BLM-managed lands would also help 
California implement its renewable energy policy initiatives. California's 
Renewables Portfolio Standard (RPS) mandates investor-owned utilities and energy 
service providers to supply 20 percent of their annual electricity sales in 2010 from 
renewable supplies. Governor Schwarzenegger has called for accelerating the RPS to 
33 percent by 2020. In a draft scoping plan to implement California's Global 'Warming 
Solutions Act, the California Air Resources Board has also recommended reaching a 
statewide goal of 33 percent goal by 2020 as a strategy for reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions caused by California's electricity consumption. 

Proposed Action 

The BLM and the DOE are proposing to establish environmental policies ancl mitigation 
strategies that would facilitate development of environmentally responsible utility-scale 
solar electric facikties on BLM lands or sponsored with DOE funds. As a result of the 
Solar PEIS, the BLM may replace or supplement its existing solar development policy, 
amend selected land-use or resource-management plans, identify lands 
environmentally suitable and not suitable for solar energy development, and designate 
new electricity transmission corridors needed to deliver power from solar facilities. 

Comment: 

The Energy Commission supports this initiative to define and facilitate 
"environmentally responsible" development of utility-scale solar electricity generating 
facilities and associated electricity transmission corridors. The Solar PEIS process 
is an efficient approach to identifying and examining the poten,tial environ~nental 
impacts of utility-scale solar energy development and determining what actions 
should be taken to mitigate anticipated negative impacts. 

The Energy Commission supports the BLM's intention to identify land uncler its 
management that is environmentally suitable for solar development as well as land 
that should be excluded from such development. 

The Energy Commission believes maps should be developed as part of each land- 
use plan amendment that identify BLM-managed lands where solar development 
could occur with few stipulations (green areas), where development could occur 
under restrictive stipulations (yellow areas), and where development is nclt permitted 
(black areas). 


























